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Background
Unstable dune systems or ‘blowouts’ can be a challenging and costly issue for coastal managers, especially where
public infrastructure such as staircases, roads, carparks and paths are present nearby. Blowouts also result in a
loss of habitat and native vegetation and can expand rapidly if not contained. The cause of the destabilisation
needs to be carefully determined, for example if it is caused by wind, fire, past grazing activities, water run-off
and / or informal pedestrian or off road vehicle access. Many methods of stabilisation exist including brushing,
coir/ jute logs and matting, wind erosion fencing, revegetation, exclusion fencing and dune reconstruction.
During CoastSWaP forums and ongoing discussions with stakeholders, it has become apparent that the best
stabilisation results tend to be achieved by:
 using a combination of the different methods available that is most suitable to the site
 matching the size and scale of the area with the resources and materials required
 the correct application of brushing as a main component to stabilise sand
 follow up maintenance including, weed control, infill brushing, planting and where possible, watering
carried out for a minimum of three years
Revegetation is a key component of sand dune stabilisation, please also see the revegetation case study in this
series http://coastswap.org.au/case-studies/.

Brushing Projects
Mindalong Beach, Bunbury
In 2010 at Mindalong Beach in Bunbury, a large blowout approximately 5500m2 was threatening to encroach
lookouts, pathways, an emergency access and the beach carpark. During high wind events sand would also be
blown onto the adjoining road and nearby properties. Considerable time and effort were being spent in removing
sand, and previous small scale stabilisation projects had not been successful.
Coastal stakeholders Chris Gibbs from the South West Catchments Council (SWCC), Colin Spencer from the City of
Bunbury (CoB), and Joanna Hugues-dit-Ciles from the Leschenault Catchment Council (LCC), developed a plan to
stabilise the site and the LCC successfully applied for Coastwest grant funding. Brushing was to be the main
component used and it was decided to source green waste from the City of Bunbury’s refuse collection.

Contractors were engaged to collect, transport and lay the brush material onto the site. One thousand cubic
metres (20 semi-trailer loads) of compact brush was delivered to the site and laid by an excavator.
Due to the amount and size of the brush used (the brush also contained a high quantity of large logs and stumps)
no sand was exposed and the area was immediately stabilised. Five thousand seedlings were planted by local
groups and new fencing and signage was erected. After two years’ seedling survival is approximately 60% which
if maintained, will allow for complete vegetative coverage as the plants mature. Approximately 1500 seedlings
have since been infill planted. A large amount of follow-up weed control has been required as the green waste
brushing contained many varieties of weeds. See also SWCC coastal stabilisation video by Chris Gibbs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ULfK9-kTSQY . The LCC managed the initial implementation of the project
with ongoing management and follow-up carried out by the CoB with support from SWCC and local volunteers.

Figures 1 & 2: Mindalong blowout in 2013 and after brushing and revegetation in Dec 2015. (Image: Google Earth)

Maidens Reserve, Bunbury
Since the Mindalong Beach rehabilitation project two smaller blowout areas just south of Mindalong in the
Maidens Reserve have been brushed as part of the South West Catchments Councils’ Preston River to Ocean
Regional Park Project. Cape Life Environmental Services were contracted to carry out the on-ground works for this
project. The blowouts were resulting in the loss of vegetation and habitat as well as encroaching on a popular
coastal walkway that doubled as a strategic fire break and emergency access. They were also being used by the
general public as informal access ways to the beach.

Figure 3: Rebuilding the berm and primary dune by
moving sand back down into the bottom of the
blowout. (Photo: SWCC)

For one of the larger blowouts (approx. 4000m2) the sand
dune needed to be reconfigured as the primary dune had
completely eroded and the steep walls needed recontouring
to match previous profiles. This was achieved by subcontracting an experienced “posi-track” operator to move the
sand that had blown out at the top of the dune, back down to
the front in order to recreate the four-metre-high beach berm
and primary dune. The blowout was also filled and recontoured to reduce the steep side walls of the blowout. The
sand dunes of the south west are typically traditional burial
grounds, and therefore traditional owners were consulted

and contracted to monitor the works in case skeletal remains were exposed.
This time, Acacia longifolia or Sydney Golden Wattle was used as the source of brush material. A. longifolia is
endemic to mid N.S.W. coastal areas, but considered to be an invasive woody weed in other parts of Australia.
However the tree does not retain any of its seed and will not re-sprout when laid on the dunes as brush. Large
pockets exist within the City of Bunbury’s nature reserves therefore by using it as a source of brush it was also
assisting with its control. Approximately 200m3 of compacted brush was manually collected and stockpiled at the
site (see below for calculation method).
Due to the only access to the site being the small sandy track it was not possible for heavy vehicles to transport
the brush there, so a smaller light truck was used that could transport approximately 15m3 of compact brush for
each load. The “posi-track” with a grab attachment was used to cart and initially lay the majority of brush
throughout the site.

Figure 4 & 5: Maidens Blowout from beach before and two years after rehabilitation works. (Photo: SWCC)

Figure 6: Maidens Blowout after coverage and manual spreading, the site was densely planted following brushing.
(Photo: Brook Devine)

Figures 6 & 7: Maidens reserve blowout before and two years after at top of primary dune. (Photo SWCC)

Final laying and placement was carried out manually, followed by the planting of 3000 seedlings. The top and
bottom sections were fenced off with rehabilitation signage installed by SWCC and the City of Bunbury, brushing
was laid heavily at each end to further deter access. The project was carried out in September due to SWCC delays
in project planning and finalising a contractor. This was very late for planting, and survival rates were low after
the following summer, apart from where watering took place on the upper section. A large population of the
naturalised weed Cakile maritima or Sea Rocket had germinated from wind dispersal, however the blowout has
been successfully stabilised. See also SWCC coastal stabilisation video by Chris Gibbs from 3.44
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ULfK9-kTSQY

Figures 8 and 9: The Maidens blowout in 2013 and after recontouring, brushing and planting in 2015. It was during planning
and implementation of this project that the brushing formula (below) was derived. (Image: Google Earth)

Brushing material requirements
Before we can work out quantities required we need to discuss the type and size of brush itself and how it is laid
out, generally speaking:
 Local native brush is recommended if it can be sourced. Agonis flexuosa or Peppermint trees, coastal
Melaleuca’s and Acacias are popular species for brushing due to their abundance, branch shape and
thickness.









For non-native brushing ensure the lopping’s do not contain seed and will not re-sprout when laid. Green
waste from refuse sites is not recommended unless they are screened diligently as they can contain too
many unknown weeds and grasses.
Branches should be approx. 1.5m - 2.5m in length, have a central stem no thicker than your forearm and
no thinner than your thumb. The brush should have a good amount of lateral ‘branchlets’ spreading out
approx. 50 – 100cm.
The end of the stem should be approx. 30 - 50cm clear of branches for handling and ‘staking’ into sand.
Each stem should have multiple branches to trap sand and shelter seedlings.
Brushing should be laid out side to side with branches overlapping, height of brush should be from ankle
to knee height (approx. 20 - 50cm).
Rule of thumb: If you can easily walk through it, it’s probably not thick enough.
Second rule of thumb: Any amount is better than nothing and even the smallest quantities can make a
difference. Windrows of brush can prove to be very effective.
Machine harvesting and placing should also be considered as an option if the site is large. Size of brush
can be virtually anything that is available, though smaller manually collected brush is best for a number
of reasons; it traps sand quicker; it is not as attractive to people gathering wood for fires; it compacts
better and transports easier onto site therefore more cubic metres per load.

Brushing size and calculation method (for manual collection and laying)
Due to the irregular shape and size of brush, as well as calculating how much in volume (m3) is required over area
(m2), it can be very difficult to work out how much brush is required to adequately cover an exposed dune or
blowout. The fact that brush needs to be transported in a compacted form needs to be considered also, especially
when working out how many loads will be required. Not to mention calculating the volume of the possible trailer
load too!
After much deliberation with stakeholders, the CoastSWaP brushing calculation formula is:
1m3 of compact brush (approximately what can be packed, compacted and tied down onto a standard 6x4 trailer)
should cover 20m2. Depending on size of brush collected this can be between 20 – 30 separate branches.

Brushing Calculation Formula: Site area (m2) / 20 (m2) = X m3 of compact brush required.
If we use the example Maidens reserve project above, the area of the site was 4000m2. The area that 1m3
compacted brush can adequately cover is 20m2,which equals 200m3 of compact brush required. The truck that
was used had a volume of 15m3 therefore 13 loads were required.
By no means is this an exact science however it can be very useful as a starting point when working out large areas
required and to communicate amounts with contractors or stakeholders. We see this as a minimum amount
required, and at a rate where it’s not too thick that seedlings can’t be planted into after brushing.

Costing
The costs of manually cutting, transporting and laying brush varies greatly, however if we are after a ‘ballpark
figure’, previous costings show to be between ten to fifteen dollars per square metre of area covered. Therefore
if we use the above rates and formula, a cubic metre of compact brush (cut, transported and laid out over 20m2)
would average between 200 - 300 dollars in value.

Conclusion
The highlighted examples of brushing projects were successful for a variety of reasons:
 Multiple stakeholders (local government, sub-regional and regional catchment councils) collaborated to
plan and implement the projects, pooling their knowledge experience and resources together and
therefore working efficiently and effectively.
 Contractors engaged specialised in coastal rehabilitation and assisted with developing the methodology
for implementation.
 The sites have continued to be monitored and where required followup watering, weed control, infill
planting and brushing was carried out.
 A combination of stabilisation and exclusion methods were used, including; sand dune and berm
reformation, brushing, revegetation, fencing and signage. The use of a non-native source of brush (that
did not carry seed or re-sprout) also helped to eradicate a woody weed in other reserve areas.
Lessons were learnt regarding using unscreened green waste material and the subsequent weed control required.
This material has not been used for further brushing projects in the area. Plant mortality was high when planting
was carried out in September, future revegetation projects by the stakeholders are now carried out at the start of
winter to allow for seedlings to develop and receive adequate rainfall.
While calculating the quantities and costings (for both in-kind volunteer and dollar values) depends on a lot of
factors and can vary greatly, CoastSWaP believes that the rates and formulas developed will assist in initial
planning for brushing projects and remove a lot of the ‘guess-timation’ around this important method of coastal
stabilisation and rehabilition.

For more information
WA Coastal Planning and Management Manual, Department of Planning (2003) – Stabilisation Section
http://www.planning.wa.gov.au/dop_pub_pdf/7_stabilisation_rehab.pdf
Maidens reserve blowouts –
Jen Mitchell, South West Catchments Council- jen.mitchell@swccnrm.org.au
Brook Devine, Cape Life Environmental Services (contractor/ consultant) info@capelife.com.au
Mindalong blowout – Colin Spencer, City of Bunbury - cspencer@bunbury.wa.gov.au
Brushing methodology and formula – Blair Darvill blair.darvill@gmail.com and Mark Kennedy
bilbunya@bigpond.com, CoastSWaP
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